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of other pri mitive peoples; quite regardless of, and inconsistent with,
jcientific accuracy* The A'ryas contend that such a view arises from a
mistaken li teral translation of their scriptures, and that the earlier, and
conseq uently more trustworthy, commentators having always refused to
construe the Vedas in thtir literal sense, it is a mistaken view to suppose
that they were originally composed with any meaning other than a
meca phorical or derived one. Following these principles, the Sam&j not
only defends the. Vedic Rishis from all Imputations of Pantheism and
Polytheism, but finds in their writings numerous indications of an -
accurate acquaint ance with the facts of science. It holds that crema-
tion, vegetarianism and abstinence from spirituous liquors are incul-
cated by the Vedas and inculcated-to a large extent on purely scientific
grounds. It holds that the great religious rite of the Vedic times the
Agnihotra or h om sacrifice, is instituted with a view to rendering air
a nd water wholesome and subservient to health, and because "it plays
a prominent part in putting a stop to the prevalence of epidemics and
the,scarcity of rainfall" It is convinced that the latest discoveries of
science such as those of electricity and evolution, were perfectly well-
known to t he seers who were inspired to write the V*»das.
While conceding this much to modern Natural Soience>the A'ryas re,
fuse to see in it anything tending to materialism dr atheism. Retaining
their confidence in the Vedas, they have avoided the Kadical materialism
of so me of the earlier opponents of popular Hinduism. The A'rya
philos o phy Is orthodox, and based mainly on the Ufcanishads. The
tenets of Dayananda, though leaning rather to the Sanfeifta doctrine do
nee fit in precise'y with any one of the six systems; but thgse systems
are all regarded by the A'ryas as true and a different aspect qf the same
principles. The three entities of Day£nanda's philosophy art. God, the
Soul, and Prakriti or Matter Soul he regards as physically disttrct
from God, but related to Him as the contained to the container, the con-
templated to the contemplate*, the son to the fathe*. Soul enters into
all animals and there are indications of souls in the vegetable kingdom
also. In most of its details the Aryan system retains the terminology
of the traditional philosophy of Hinduism. It maintains above all things
the law of metemsychosis and places the aim of virtue in moksh or escape
from the law, but this moksk or beatitude is tor an era ikalp) only after
the termination of which the soul resumes its • wanderings. The

